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- Volunteers should keep a six-foot distance from each other and all visitors.
- Face masks must be worn if volunteers are likely to come within six feet of another person. Everyone must bring his or her own face masks.
- Tools will be sanitized before the workday begins. Volunteers should not share tools.
- Only one person may ride in the Gator at a time. Steering wheel, shifter, and brake lever need to be wiped down between drivers. Antiseptic wipes will be provided in the Gator.
- If volunteers are asked to work in areas where visitors are likely to come within six feet of them, the work area will be blocked off by signs and/or cones telling visitors the area is temporarily closed.
- Everyone must bring his or her own water. Water cannot be refilled at the Blandy Quarters fountain, though outdoor taps are potable.
- All volunteers should enter their hours online. (Email Sue Ridley at sue.ridley@virginia.edu for details.)
- Volunteers must perform a personal health check prior to each volunteer shift. (See “Volunteer Personal Health Check” below.)
- If a volunteer tests positive for COVID-19, her or she may not work any volunteer shifts for at least the next 14 days.

Before your first shift, please email Sue Ridley at sue.ridley@virginia.edu and state that you agree to abide by the guidelines listed above.

Volunteer Personal Health Check

Before reporting to any volunteer shift, please ask yourself the following questions:

1) Do I have any symptoms of COVID19, such as
   - Fever?
   - Cough?
   - Shortness of breath?
   - Chills?
   - Sore throat?
   - Muscle aches?
   - Loss of taste or smell?
   - New diarrhea?
2) Have I been exposed to anyone with a suspected or confirmed case of COVID-19 in the past 14 days?
3) Have I traveled internationally or to areas with high rates of COVID-19 infection in the past 14 days?

If you answered “yes” to any of these questions and your symptoms are not otherwise explained by a chronic medical issue, please stay at home and seek medical advice.

Thank you!